Abstract. We give a proof of the two dimensional Jacobian conjecture. We also prove that if (F, G) is a Jacobian pair with deg y F ≥ 1, then F is a monic polynomial of y up to a scalar.
INTRODUCTION
It is a well known fact that if n polynomials f 1 , ..., f n are generators of the polynomial ring C[x 1 , ..., x n ], then the Jacobian determinant J(f 1 , ..., f n ) = det A ∈ C * := C\{0}, is a nonzero constant, where A = (
is the n × n Jacobian matrix of f 1 , ..., f n . One of the major unsolved problems of mathematics [S] (see also [B, CM, V2] ), viz. the Jacobian conjecture, states that the reverse of the above statement also holds, namely, if J(f 1 , ..., f n ) ∈ C * , then f 1 , ..., f n are generators of C[x 1 , ..., x n ].
This conjecture relates to many aspects of mathematics [A, ES, H, R, SW, SY] and has attracted great attention in mathematics and physics literature during the past 60 years and there have been a various ways of approaches toward the proof or disproof of this conjecture (here we simply give a short random list of references [BCW, CCS, D, J, K, Ki, KM, M1, V1, V2, W] ). Hundreds of papers have appeared in connection with this conjecture, even for the simplest case n = 2 [AO, N, No] . However this conjecture remains unsolved even for the case n = 2.
In this self-contained paper, we give a proof of the Jacobian conjecture for the case n = 2. The main result is the following. Theorem 1.1 Let (F, G) be a Jacobian pair (i.e., F, G ∈ C[x, y] with J(F, G) ∈ C * ). Then F, G are generators of C [x, y] . Furthermore, F is a monic polynomial of y up to a scalar if deg y F ≥ 1.
PRELIMINARIES
Denote by Z, Z + , N, Q the sets of integers, non-negative integers, positive integers, rational numbers respectively. Let C(x, y) = { P Q | P, Q ∈ C[x, y]} be the field of rational functions in two variables. We use A, B to denote the following rings: where Supp x f = {i ∈ Q | f i = 0}, Supp y F = {j ∈ Z | F j = 0}, called the supports of f and . For F = i∈Q,j∈Z f ij x i y j ∈ B, we define Supp F = {(i, j) | f ij = 0} (called the support of F ), (2.3) deg x F = max{i ∈ Q | f ij = 0 for some j}, deg y F = max{j ∈ Z | f ij = 0 for some i},
called the x-degree, y-degree, total degree of F. Note that a degree can be −∞ (for instance, F = 0), or +∞ (for instance, deg
β ∈ A, α ∈ Q, and any a ∈ Q, we define h a to be the unique element in A: Note that the definition of p := p(F ) shows that the support Supp F of F regarded as a subset of the plane R 2 , is located below the prime line L F := {(m 0 , m) + z(p, −1) | z ∈ R} (where m 0 = deg x f 0 ) passing the point (m 0 , m) and at least another point of Supp F :
• (i, j)
• P P P P P P P P Supp F
• • • • • • • • • • •
F [0] P P P P P P P P F [r] P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Components (2.10)
Let p be a fixed rational number (in the next section, we always take p = p(F )).
For r ∈ Q, we define the p-type r-th component (or simply the r-th component) of F to be (which simply collects those terms f ij x i y j of F with (i, j) located in a line parallel to the prime line, cf. (2.10)) 
We call F the primary polynomial of F . And we always use d to denote
(i.e., its support is located in a line) is called a p-type quasi-homogenous element (q.h.e), and it is called a p-type quasi-homogenous polynomial (q.h.p) if it is a polynomial. 
(2) and (3) are straightforward to verify.
Note that the equality in Lemma 2.3(2) does not necessarily hold in general; for instance,
We remark that the requirement that any element under consideration has prime degree ≤ p is necessary, otherwise it is possible that in (2.15), there exist infinite many r > 0 with H [r] = 0 and the right-hand side becomes an infinite sum. 
(2.15)
is a rational function of the form F a P for some a ∈ Z and P ∈ C[x,
(6) Every component of a rational function P is a rational function, and there exists some
Proof. Using (2.11), (2.7) and (2.8), it is straightforward to verify (1)-(3).
Hence we have (4).
(5) We have F = 0≥s∈Q F [s] and
By (4), if the j-th component of (
By (2) and (3), if the
Thus by (1) and (4), the r-th (6) Suppose F = P Q −1 , then by (4) and (5),
Since every component of the polynomial P is a polynomial, and P has only finite nonzero components, thus the sum in (2.17) is finite. By (6), (Q −1 ) [r 2 ] is a rational function. Thus we have the first statement of (6). The second statement follows from (2.16) and (2.17). Equation (2.16) in particular gives
is a rational function such that deg y F = 0 and P, Q have the same prime degree p and the same primary polynomial F , then
In this case we also call F the primary polynomial of F .
The result in Lemma 2.4(5) can be extended to rational functions as follows. 
is a rational function of the form F a P for some a ∈ Z and
Proof. By Lemma 2.4(5) (by taking ℓ = am or bm), each component of F a , G b is a rational function of the form F a P . Thus the "ˇ" version of (2.16) (which is still a finite sum by Lemma 2.4(6)) shows we have the result.
The following result generalized from linear algebra will be used in the next section. for some coprime polynomials R, Q, then
is a uniquely factorial domain, by decomposing each polynomial into the product of its irreducible polynomials, using (m, n) = 1, we see that H is the m-th power of some polynomial. 
Let us continue the proof of the lemma. Set 20) for j = 0, 1, · · · , where we take
where 0 = j 0 < j 1 < · · · < j s such that each j r is the smallest integer satisfying d jr (P ) = d jr−1 (P for some k r , j
Obviously, for r = 0, we can take k 0 = 0 and P 0 = P. Suppose r > 0. We shall prove the claim by induction on j r . Let us compute the coefficientp mn+jr of H mn+jr m in the rational function P m , which can be written as of P contributes to the computation ofp mn+jr for some 0 < a 1 < j r , then mn + j r = (n + a 1 ) + · · · + (n + a m ) for some 0 ≤ a i < j r with p n+a i = 0, i.e.,
(2.24) contribute top mn+jr and in fact we havẽ p mn+jr = mp m−1 n p n+jr = 0 (cf. (2.22)). Now we take the rational functioñ
Suppose the first nonzero term ofP isp mn+ñ H mn+ñ m , i.e.,P is a c.r.p of H with l.t. H mn+ñ m , and 0 <ñ ≤ j r (cf. (2.23)). Ifñ = j r , we can take j ′ r = j r and the claim is proved. So suppose 0 <j r := j r −ñ < j r . Note that for 1 ≤ j < j r , any nonzero termp mn+j H mn+j m of P can be only contributed by nonzero terms p n+a i H n+a i m of P with 0 ≤ a i < j r such that m i=1 a i = j, thus as in the discussion of (2.24), we have
Using definitions (2.20) and (2.21), equation (2.26) means that if we replace P byP (and so n becomesñ ′ := mn +ñ) then the integerj r is exactly the integer j r 1 for some r 1 ≤ r. Thus the claim can be proved by induction on j r (we remark that there may be more nonzero terms between Hñ for some q i ∈ C[x] with q 1 = 0. Now we re-denote the rational
Then we can always write P as 
where m to obtain that it is a rational function, and we complete the proof of the lemma by the arguments in the first paragraph of the proof.
Thus suppose ∆ = 0. Since ∆ = i≥0 α i H i is a polynomial of H with coefficients 
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS

§3.1. General discussions. We begin with
Definition 3.1 A pair (F, G) is called a quasi-Jacobian pair, if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) F, G ∈ A(y) (the ring of rational functions of y with coefficients in A) of the forms
We always assume m ≥ 1 and m 0 := deg x f 0 ≥ 0 (but not necessarily m 0 ∈ Z). Note that n can be negative; but the nonzero Jacobian determinant requires that m + n ≥ 1 (cf. Lemma 3.3). We can suppose f 0 , g 0 are monic.
is called a (usual) Jacobian pair. In this case if necessary by exchanging F and G, we can always suppose p(G) ≤ p (in fact p(G) = p by Lemma 3.9). Thus a Jacobian pair is necessarily a quasi-Jacobian pair.
If f 0 ∈ C[x] and f 0 = 1, let x = a be a root of f 0 . By applying the automorphism (x, y) → (x + a, y), we can suppose f 0 does not contain the constant term. In this case, we also let h ∈ C[x] be the unique monic polynomial such that f 0 = h
In the following, we always fix notations h, m
, and
. Note that p(G) can be smaller than p(F ); for instance, if we replace
We can express G as
where by comparing the coefficients of y n−i , b i can be inductively determined by the following (cf. (2.8)):
Similarly, we can express the polynomial y as (3.6) whereb i ∈ A is determined bȳ
From (3.6), we obtain 1
The lemma follows from (3.8) by comparing the coefficients of F n−i m in (3.10) for i ∈ Z + .
Remark 3.4 From Lemma 3.3, we see that in case F, G ∈ C[x, y] and m = 1 then we can
and F is a monic poylnomial of y. Since eventually we shall consider a usual Jacobian pair, from now on we suppose m ≥ 2.
Using (3.7), we obtain deg xb0 = − m 0 m and for i > 0, 11) and the last inequality follows from induction on i. Thus
We denote
We shall use (2.14) and (3.3) to compute G [r] . Thus we set F i = b i F n−i m . Assume m + n ≥ 2. Then b 0 ∈ C, and we have the data (m i ,m i0 ) in Lemma 2.4(1) beingm i = n − i, and
, and (3.14)
Then (2.14) gives
Proof. Suppose there exists the smallest i 0 with 1
) gives a contradiction (cf. statements after (2.11)): (3.17) where the last inequality follows from the fact that y n−i 0 appears in (F n−i 0 m ) [0] but not in any omitted terms.
We denote b
We always suppose p = − m 0 m (until (3.76)). We set
Proof. Suppose b .
Note Note from Lemma 3.7 that
Remark 3.8 (1) It is very important to assume m+n ≥ 2 (otherwise b 0 / ∈ C) and assume p(G) ≤ p (otherwise G [r] can be nonzero for r > 0). 9) ) such that h |g. Then
Thus either a ≥ 0 or a = −1, d 0 = 1. In the later case, we have h = x (since h is monic without the constant term). Thus suppose a ≥ 0. Now (3.9) shows
Factorize h, g as products of irreducible polynomials of x:
for some ℓ, s, i 1 , ..., i ℓ , j 1 , ..., j s ∈ N and 0 ≤ r ≤ min{s, ℓ}, 0 = g 0 ∈ C, where
are different irreducible monic polynomials of x (thus, of degree 1). Multiplying (3.22) by h a+1 , using (3.23), and canceling the common factor
If ℓ > r, then h ℓ divides all terms except one term corresponding to η = ℓ in (3.24), a contradiction. Thus ℓ = r. Since g r+1 , ..., g s do not appear in the right-hand side of (3.24), we must have j r+1 = ... = j s = 1, and since the left-hand side is a polynomial, we have
If i k a + 1 − j k > 0 for some k, then h k divides all terms except two terms corresponding to η = k and λ = k in (3.24), and the sum of these two terms is a term (not divided by h k ) with coefficient −(m
If a ≥ 1, then either case of (3.26) shows i k ≤ j k , and thus, h|g, a contradiction with our choice of g. Hence a = 0. Now (3.21) shows d g = 1. Write g = g 0 x + g 1 for some g 1 ∈ C. Then (3.22) gives
) for some c = 0. Proof. Setting r = 0 in (3.16) gives (cf. (2.18))
which is a rational function (since G [0] is), thus d|n by (2.12) and Lemma 2.7. Also p(G) = p by Lemma 2.3(3).
Lemma 3.14 If 0 ≤ i < µ and b
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, we can suppose p > − m 0 m . Assume i 0 ∈ Z + is smallest such that i 0 < µ, b
First suppose 0 ≤ i 0 < m + n − 1. By noting from (3.12) that σ i − η i ≥ −1, we have
Thus (3.16) shows 
Note that when i ≫ 0, we have 1 + σ i > 0, thus by (3.12), η i ≤ σ i + 1, and so
Thus the right-hand side of (3.32) is a finite sum (since (F i ) [r] = 0 if r > 0). Again by (2.12) and Lemma 2.7, we get a contradiction.
We always setb µ = b µ if µ ∈ Z + , µ < m + n − 1 andb µ = 0 otherwise. Let (cf. notation σ i in (3.12)) Lemma 3.15
Proof. The last equality follows from Lemmas 2.6, 3.10 and 3.13. To prove the first equality of (3.35), set r = −µ(
. Compare the i-th term of (3.36) with corresponding terms of (3 .33) and (3.35):
(1) If 1 + σ i ≥ 0 (so i ≥ µ and (3.35) does not have such a term), then either (i) η i = 1 + σ i : the i-th term of (3.36) corresponds to the i-th term of (3.33), or
(ii) η i < 1 + σ i : the i-th terms of (3.36) and (3.33) are both zero.
(2) If 1 + σ i < 0 (so i < µ and (3.33) does not have such a term), then either (i) η i = 0: the i-th term of (3.36) corresponds to the i-th term of (3.35), or
(ii) η i < 0: the i-th terms of (3.36) and (3.35) are both zero.
This proves the lemma in this case. Assume p < − m 0 m . Then by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.13, the summand in (3.35) is empty and the first summand in (3.36) has only one term corresponding to j = 0. We again have the lemma.
By (3.34) and (3.35),
Computing the zero-th component of (3.6), using (2.18), similar as in (3.16), we obtain
Proof. First note that R 0 is a p-type q.h.e., thus p(R 0 ) = p (or −∞ if it is a monomial). By (3.35), R 0 ∈ C(x, y) has the form (3.1). From (3.33) and (3.38) (or (3.39)), we see
Multiplying (3.33) by F µ−n d , taking ∂ y and using (3.35), (3.19) and (3.39), we have
We write p = p ′ q for some coprime integers p ′ , q such that q > 0. Note that F being a monic p-type q.h.e, has the form
contradicting Lemma 3.9), we see c i = 0 for some i. Hence at least one of p, 2p, ..., dp is an integer. So in any case, 1 ≤ q ≤ d. , we obtain the following differential equation on F and P ,
where
If Q is monic and q |deg y Q, then Q = y.
(2) If d = q > 1, then F is irreducible and F = y q + x p ′ (up to rescaling x).
Proof.
(1) Note that R 0 is a p-type q.h.e, thus by Lemma 2.4(4), we see P must be a p-type q.h.e. Also F is a p-type q.h.e (cf. the right-hand side of (3.41)). By Lemma 2.4 (4) again, every irreducible factor Q of F or P must be q.h.e of the form γ i=0 u i x pi y γ−i , where
cannot be an integer, thus u γ = 0, and Q contains the factor y.
(2) It follows from (1) and (2.12) (cf. (3.41) ). 
(2) F = y q + x and q > 1, m 0 = 0. Case (i): a = −1. Then the second case of (3.37) cannot occur since d P ≥ 0 and d ≥ 2.
Thusb µ = 0, i.e., 0 ≤ µ < m + n − 1. If µ = 0, then the first equality of (3.35) shows R 0 is a component of G, thus a polynomial of y, so 1 − m ′ = −a − m ′ ≥ 0, i.e., d = m, a contradiction with our assumption. Thus 0 < µ < m + n − 1. So by Lemma 3.7, m 0 < m, and p > 0 by our assumption. Then
e., ∂ y P = 0, then the second equation of (3.43) shows d = 1, a contradiction. If d P = 1, then all equalities must hold in (3.45), i.e., m 0 = 0, p
Thus we have (2) by Lemma 3.17(2).
Case (ii): a ≥ 0. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.11, we factorize F , P as products of irreducible polynomials of y in the ring C(x)[y] (where C(x) is the algebraic closure of the field C(x), clearly we still have F |P in C(x)[y]):
for some ℓ, s, i 1 , ..., i ℓ , j 1 , ..., j s ∈ N and 0 ≤ r ≤ min{s, ℓ}, 0 = p 0 ∈ C, where
are different irreducible monic polynomials of y of degree 1. As in (3.24), we obtain
Similar to the arguments after (3.24), we have r = ℓ and
Also for all k ≤ ℓ, i k a + 1 − j k ≥ 0, and (3.49)
Subcase (ii.a): a = 0. Then (3.49) shows j k = 1 for all k. Thus s = d P , and (3.47) is simplified to
, y] and d = 1 by (2.12), a contradiction with our assumption d ≥ 2.
Thus ℓ > 1. Computing the coefficient of the term with highest degree (i.e., degree s−1) in (3.51) shows (using Lemma 3.7)
i.e.,
Thus we have the first case of (3.37). Thus as in Case (i), we have p > 0. Then (3.52) gives
does not contain an irreducible factor of multiplicity ≥ 2 in C(
by Lemma 3.17(1), P has only one different irreducible factor, thus so is F (since ℓ ≤ s). This is impossible (cf. (2.12)). Thus d q ≥ q. If d P = q, then p ′ = 1 by (3.52), and we obtain a contradiction: m(1 + q − q 2 ) = qm 0 (there is no choice of q satisfying this equation since when q ≥ 2 the left-hand side is < 0 and since m = m 0 ). Thus Since F has only ℓ different irreducible factors in C(x)[y] and ℓ ≤ d P = q + 1, we see that F has to have the form (up to re-scaling x) 54) such that i 1 , i 2 are coprime by (2.12). If
and i 1 +i 2 = d. We have i 1 β 1 +i 2 β 2 = c 1 x by (3.41), and (
Thus we have (3).
Subcase (ii.b): a ≥ 1. If p ′ + q ≥ 0, then either case of (3.50) shows i k ≤ j k for all k (cf. note from (3.44) that −α 1 ≥ α 2 ), i.e., F |P , a contradiction with our choice of P .
Thus p ′ + q < −1, i.e., p < −1. Thus m 0 > m and we have the second case of (3.37), namely d P = ad + 1. We have (where p 0 is the first coefficient of P , cf. In order for F |P , we must have 56) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ (the fact that i k < d is because ℓ > 1). Note that being a p-type q.h.e., f k has the form y + cx − p ′′ q for some c ∈ C. Since we will be only interested in the quasi-Jacobian pair (F [0] , R 0 ) (cf. Lemma 3.16), we can applying
to (F [0] , R 0 ) to obtain a quasi-Jacobian pair (σ (F [0] ), σ(R 0 )) with the same prime degree (since ℓ ≥ 2, σ(F ) cannot be a monomial)
. However this does not matter since we only want to use Lemma 3.7. Thus we can define the primary polynomial of σ(F [0] ) to be σ(F ). Now we re-denote (
). Thus i k and j k are the multiplicities of the irreducible factor y in F and P respectively. (3.57)
Let u, v ∈ Z with u = v, and seť
We shall use the same symbols with a "ˇ" to denote notations associated with the pair (F ,Ǧ).
60)
62)
First it is clear thatF ,Ǧ are rational functions with J(F ,Ǧ) ∈ C * by Lemma 3.16 and (cf. (3.41) ) under the map τ becomes
Note that when i increases, the degree of y in (3.65) also increases since q < p 2 and u, v ≫ 0. Thus the highest term of τ (F ) is the term in (3.65) with i =ī (cf. definition of i 0 ). Hence
So we have (3.60) and (3.61). Similarly, the highest term ofǦ = τ x
Thus we have (3.62) and (3.63). Finally, comparing different terms of (3.65) (cf. (2.10))
shows p(τ (F ) ) =p, thus also p(F ) = p(Ǧ) =p, i.e., we have (3.59). The claim is proved.
Claim 2m +ň ≥ 2.
For any A ∈ A[y, y (the first term of R 0 ), under τ , are mapped to two terms such that the sum of their degrees of y is still 1, i.e.,
Note that we havě
If we set s = −(p 2 + (q −p 2 )v), then when i increases by 1 in (3.65), the degree of y increases by s. Thus we have (cf. (3.57))
Note from Lemma 3.3 thatm+ň ≥ 1. Ifm+ň = 1, then (3.68)-(3.70) gives j k = 1+ai k > i k , a contradiction with (3.56). This proves Claim 2. One can also prove the claim by directly computing (see Remark 3.19)
A little lengthy but straightforward computation (see Remark 3.19) gives (using (3.56), and (3.59)-(3.64)) (3.73) for some β 1 , β 2 ∈ Q which only depend on v (but do not depend on u). Sincem +ň ≥ 2, eitherm orň is ≥ 2. Thus Lemma 3.7 shows the right-hand side of either (3.72) or (3.73) is non-negative for all u, v ≫ 0. Since we can choose u > v or u < v (without changing the sign of β 1 , β 2 ), this forces i k (α 1 + α 2 )(α 2 − α 1 ) = 0. This is a contradiction with (3.56). Thus Subcase (ii.b) cannot occur. Now the lemma is proved.
Remark 3.19 To show that our computation is right, we give a simple Mathematica program below. The first output shows we have (3.71); the last two outputs show we have (3.72) and (3.73).
[in1] alpha1:=-a d (m0 q-m p2)-m(q-p2); alpha2:=d(m0 q-m p2); jk:=-alpha2/alpha1 ik; bari=(d-ik)/q; barj=(dP-jk)/q; dP:=a d+1; mprime:=m/d; checkp:=-(p2+u(q-p2))/(p2+v(q-p2)); checkm: . Thus
(3.75)
Letting r = 0 in (3.16) gives (using (3.74) and (3.75))
Then by (3.39)
), one easily obtains
. Thus (3.77) shows T 2 has the form cF 1−m ′ −a P for some Since applying π does not change the first terms x m 0 y m and x n 0 y n of F and G, by repeating the above process, we can reduce p to a negative rational number. Finally suppose we have Lemma 3.18(3) with q = 1. (As stated in [M2, M3] (cf. [M1] ), this is the only nontrivial case. However the following arguments also work for q > 1.) By applying the automorphism (x, y) → ( I 0 = I 0 + J 0 < m. We must havep := p(F ) > 1 (otherwise degF would bem = I 0 which is smaller than m = deg y F , but applying σ cannot change the total degree deg F ). Then we can reduce degF as in (3.83). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
